WORKWISE ENGLISH QUIZZES
Sample Quizzes
Teacher notes, text and answers
These are sample quizzes,
introducing Workwise English
Quizzes.
•

These slide-show quizzes are saved as
mp4 videos, to be played on a ‘big screen’
in a classroom, library, lunchroom or
reception area.

•

Each 10-minute quiz has 20 questions
covering grammar, vocabulary and
idiomatic language, including some
‘Aussie’ idiom (all ‘workwise’).

•

Each question slide has 20 seconds for
reading time, with a countdown timer.
Then the answer slide appears for 8 seconds.

•

The Level 2 sample quiz, and the set of Quizzes 2a to 2j, are at pre-intermediate
level, but could also be used as an ‘easy review’ for intermediate learners.

•

The Level 3 sample quiz, and the set of Quizzes 3a to 3j, are at intermediate level.

•

The aim is about 1/3 easy questions, 1/3 ‘have to think’, 1/3 challenging.

•

Stop the video to discuss the questions (or for students to take a photo).

•

The timer rings and flashes after 20 seconds. Turn off the audio if you don’t want
sound—in a library, for example.

How to use—your choice! Possibilities include:
•

As a team game, to encourage team work

•

As a way to prepare students for competitive online quizzes

•

For the first 10 minutes of class when people are drifting in

•

At the end of class when everyone is tired

•

As an informal diagnostic tool

•

As a post-writing ‘reward’

•

On ‘loop’ while you are out of the classroom

•

In a library, reception area or lunch room, on ‘loop’, for casual viewing
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Practical suggestions—some options
•

Give each team 3 cards marked with A, B and C, so they can hold up their answers.

•

Get each team to choose a ‘runner’ to mark their choice on the board.

•

Get a student to be ‘Quiz Wizard’ and host the show/read questions aloud.

•

Do a ‘retest’ quiz the following week and see if everyone gets 100%.

•

Ask the students who got correct answers to give a mini-lesson to those who didn’t.

Text and answers
•

The questions and answers are listed on the following pages.

•

These answer pages are not laid out for learner use. They’re simply a reference for
you, so that you know what’s coming up next.

•

The correct answer is in bold. The word [Pic] indicates that the picture gives the
answer.

•

Please contact me: info@thebooknextdoor if you have queries about any of the
questions. You can also register your copy and receive any updates and information
on other quiz sets.

Copyright details
This sample quiz and the full set of Workwise English Quizzes are copyright Clare Harris
@ The Book Next Door 2019. ISBN for the full set: 978-1-922191-25-0. The full set is
available from your local language bookshop or from thebooknextdoor.com/quizzes
Slides were designed in Keynote. Photos and graphics are copyright-free from Pixabay
or Pexels (with huge thanks to those generous photographers and artists). Countdown
timer by Steve Bezant. Case design by Lauren Woodrow. Editorial input from Jennie
Barwick, Helga Burry, Amber Farquharson, Sophia Tamaki. Final edits by Sophia Tamaki.
Thanks also to Centacare WA and to other teachers and learners for their support and
feedback.
The quiz set is for one teacher/one campus/one library use. You are welcome to show
to learners in class, play it on a TV screen in the hallway, reception or library, use it for
student parties etc. However, it should not be copied and sent to other users/other
campuses, or distributed electronically.
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Workwise English Quizzes
sample quiz (level 2)
1. She drives a ___ truck.

deliver, delivery, delivering

2. I need a small glass ___.

jar, jug, vase [Pic]

3. Wear your hard hat ___ site.

to, at, on

4. “Please ___ this chart.”

look, look at, see

5. “Have you had lunch yet?”

No, I’m not. No, I hadn’t. No, I haven’t.

6. “You’re sick? Sorry ___ that.”

I hear, to hear, for hearing

7. This job is urgent. Do it ___.

immediately, secretly, slowly

8. Wrong way! Turn ___.

over, back, away

9. Who might order toner?

Gardeners, Musicians, Office staff

10. There ___ 300 people here.

is, are, have

11. That knife is blunt. It’s ___.

not clean, not sharp, too big

12. “It cost an arm and a leg.”

It was expensive. It was cheap. It was
free.

13. What rhymes with worse?

nurse, horse, boss

14. “We don’t have ___ bookings.”

much, many, no

15. Where’s the fire ___?

hose, hydrant, extinguisher [Pic]

16. “He’s a top bloke!” means:

He’s the boss. He’s a good guy. He’s tall.

17. You could see this sign at:

a bank, a school, a hospital
[Sign: Patient pick-up & discharge only]

18. This computer’s playing ___.

out, up, along

19. That’s ___ nametag.

Jim, Jims’, Jim’s

20. “Are you going to the staff do?”

social event, training course, union
meeting
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Workwise English Quizzes
sample quiz (level 3)
1. “It’s a no-brainer decision.”

stupid, easy, difficult

2. I’m trained to use a ___.

chainsaw, hacksaw, jigsaw [Pic]

3. Everyone ___ trouble parking.

has, was, have

4. Good things come to those who
___.

want, wait, work

5. I’m in a fix here!”

fixing this, staying, having problems

6. A croupier works ___.

with horses, in a casino, at the beach

7. I wish I ___ an easier job.

had, have, can have

8. She hasn’t smoked ___ a year.

for, since, while

9. “I’m soaking! It’s so ___ today.”

windy, wet, cold

10. Fill me in on the news!”

Tell me the details. Write it down. Ask
me how I feel.

11. There’s a danger of ___.

falling, poisoning, electric shock
[Sign: Danger. High Voltage]

12. “I’ll finish this ___ my own.”

at, by, on

13. What rhymes with quay?

day, tree, boy

14. Where can you find a hinge?

in a tree, on a door, in your clothes

15. He’s ___ since 9 o’clock.

talk, talking, been talking

16. The job has a lot of perks.

extra benefits, supervisors, problems

17. Sorry. No ___ jeans at work.

cut, split, ripped [Pic]

18. “Can you bring ___ a drill?”

me, for me, to me

19. She was late ___ the traffic.

because, because of, since

20. “Tim? He shot through!”

left in a hurry, took photos, drank
quickly
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ESL

Reading Books

www.thebooknextdoor.com

BEGINNER A

PRE-BEGINNER

All titles available from your local
language bookshop

Maybe Next Year (library reader):
ISBN: 978-1-922191-13-7
Maybe Next Year: Teacher’s Guide and
Workbook: ISBN: 978-1-922191-14-4

BEGINNER B

BEGINNER C

Welcome to Hope Street (library reader):
ISBN: 978-1-922191-19-9
Welcome to Hope Street: Teacher’s Guide
and Workbook: ISBN: 978-1-922191-20-5

The Garage Sale (library reader):
ISBN: 978-1-922191-17-5
The Garage Sale: Teacher’s Guide and
Workbook: ISBN: 978-1-922191-18-2

POST-BEGINNER

STRONG BEGINNER/ELEMENTARY

Six Stories from Hope Street (library reader):
ISBN: 978-1-922191-15-1
Six Stories from Hope Street: Teacher’s Guide
and Workbook: ISBN: 978-1-922191-16-8

Can You Keep a Secret? (library reader):
ISBN: 978-1-922191-05-2
Can You Keep a Secret?: Teacher’s Guide
and Workbook: ISBN: 978-1-922191-06-9

The Coat (library reader):
ISBN: 978-1-922191-03-8
The Coat: Teacher’s Guide and
Workbook: ISBN: 978-1-922191-04-5

Extra Easy Puzzles:
Teacher’s Guide and
Worksheets
ISBN: 978-1-922191-22-9

LOWER INTERMEDIATE/
INTERMEDIATE

BEGINNER C

Puzzle Books

Workwise English
Puzzles: Teacher’s
Guide and Worksheets
ISBN: 978-1-922191-24-3

FREE BOOK My Job is the Best (Beginner A): free to download from the website

